SCRIBE REPORT
RUN 1719
Saturday 12th January 2019
Lucky Lek, Fungus, Sing Bark
& Nutty Professor Fungi
Phuket Town - Khao Toh Sae

It’s not often the the Hash Scribe really has something to get his teeth stuck into. Which is much of what
Assterix’s dog is currently thinking. Read on ….
OPED - The Strange Case of the Dog Whose Favourite Food is Thai
So Tootsie is chatting to Assterix when
Nutty Professor Fungi walks up to them
and asks Tootsie “Does your dog bite?” to
which Tootsie answers “No”. One thumbless
moment later NPF says to Tootsie “You said
your dog doesn’t bite” to which Tootsie says
“That is not my dog”. Yessss, a real-life
re-enactment of THAT scene from The Pink
Panther Strikes Again (1976) all with 4
things in common; a dog, some gormless
French, an injured party and some police stooge.
Thankfully, though, GM Jaws had wrapped up proceedings just as the Gendarmerie busted the circle and
pulled Assterix and his dog to one side for interrogation …. which was duly ear-wigged by the Scribe for the
edification of the collective. The conversation went thus:
Police: What makes you think you can bring such an undisciplined, ugly looking, dumb brute onto our
Muslim streets and allow it to cause such an annoyance to Thai people.
Asterix: Well officer …
Police: Shut up! I’m talking to the dog.
The Bugger Factor
Now, the affair might have come to nowt until, that is, master-fucking-negotiator
Fungus was seen tugging at the shirt sleeve of the senior officer. (Yep … we’re
talking here about the very same master-fucking negotiator who re-negotiated
Tight Fit’s onward. post-hash, Kamala-BangTao bus journey from a long-term
static of 300 baht to 400 baht.) Fungus … the same bastard (probably) who was
involved in the negotiations for the release of Archbishop of Canterbury envoy
Terry Waite back in the late ‘80s. Rumour is the ragheads only wanted to teach
the bible-bashing Anglican a lesson with 7 days in solitary until, that is, Fungus
“put in a word” and the hapless fellow spent the next five years tied to a fucking
radiator. So, the runes are duly cast and the fate of Assterix rests in whatever
conversation occurred in that little Fungus-Fuzz tete-a-tete; but from past
performance I suspect a long session of not-bending-to-pick-up-the-savon might
well be on “les cartes” More news when we have it.

So … returning to more routine things in a typical day of hash life ….
Hares
The Thai Connection constituents of Lucky Lek, Nutty Professor
Fungi and Sing Bark teamed up with Fungus for this highly
advertised virgin site run. Rumour has it that the Thai Connection
approached various Farang for assistance before resorting to
Fungus … a bit like Wampant Wabbit turning up to a massage
parlour to find that the only girl left was the ugly one. Still, it
worked and at least we saw some semblance of western
engineering in the more technical parts of the run. Also nice to
hear that the Thai Connection spent a lot of time explaining to the
local community what the hash was about and what to expect that
afternoon. Well done guys!
The Run
There was a week of foreboding which proceeded this run as the pack was pre-warned that today’s trail had
never been explored by any form of sentient human being (and arguably remains that way). Rumours of
ropes, machete’s and stand-by air ambulances had already increased the prayer rate to various Gods to
hitherto new heights and the atmosphere on the arriving Hash Bus was
reminiscent of those movie scenes where Marines are about to
parachute from some twin-engined crate into the killing fields of Vietnam.
Gallows humour got everyone through that difficult journey up the
Patong Hill. As it happens - and quite incredibly - the Thai Connection
corralled by the inimitable Fungus - made an excellent fist of it. The
1000 baht worth of ropes were well positioned, competently tied and did
the job at the near-vertical inclines. The only complaints were of fatigue,
otherwise it was smiles all round. The walkers/short cutters were mostly
confined to tarmac with a u-turn at the top of Soi 4110. Views were
mostly restricted to attractive roadside rest areas and monkeys picking fleas from each others’ arse-holes
and shamelessly wanking in public - as the photo above will clearly demonstrate. Dirty bastards! Otherwise
it was all very appetizing and top marks were awarded by Jaws for the laager site.

Anoumens / Hash Handle / Virgins / Shirt Lifting / Retardees / Visitors
Murkury for the Poohying and Go Go Trump and her team for the forthkumin Outstation Hash now carded
for 8-10 March. Last week’s (excellent) scribe Phil No Name was invited into the circle to receive his just
award in a naming ceremony. After much heated discussion and icings the name bestowed on the man by

all-powerful GM Jaws was Sweaty Bollocks. The following hashers lifted numbered shirts … 25 runs for
Kangaroo Bush, Keith No Name and Sweet Hole and a magnificent 100 runs for super-diligent hash flash,
YaBa. 6 virgins were soaked twice … once by water and once by being sold a replacement hash shirt at 500
baht. 7 retardees and 2 visiting hashers … Jenny and Burning Cock from Kuala Lumpur Saturday Hash.
The later gave some cock-and-bull story about being struck by lightning and surviving the experience. Why
he wasn’t names Lightning Rod was beyond us.
Steward Spot courtesy of Keyhole.
If ever there was a hasher who you might imagine doing stand-up on the big stage
it would be Keyhole. The only thing is, that stage would have to be placed
somewhere in the 1970s alongside Jim Davidson, Les Dawson and The
Wheeltappers and Shunters Social Club. How
Keyhole managed to evade shouts of “Rosie” must
only have been down his magnetic stage appeal. It
was a job extremely well done.
Some examples of his repertoire … Klong is always
found with a drink in his hand. He was once asked to
launch a ship but he wouldn’t let go of the bottle ….
Keyhole went into the Ex-Pat and asked Butt Plug
for a rhinoceros sandwich. BP said that was not
possible. KH asks “Why’s that? Don’t you have any rhinoceros? “It’s not that,
says BP. “We don’t have any bread!” … My dad told me that if ever he caught
me snorting cocaine he’d rub my nose in it … My wife said “Take me
somewhere where I’ve never been before.” So I suggested the kitchen.
The personal favourite of the scribe was … Swollen Colon goes into a chemist and asks for Vaseline. The
chemist says “We don’t have any. Have you tried Boots?” SC replies “Look, I want to slide in, not march in.”
Ahhh … the memories. Takes us older Brit guys back to Glam rock, Ford Capris and wanking over the latest
Pans People raunchy dance routines on Top of the Pops. A top notch steward spot from Keyhole.

Glam Rock - Sweet

Ford Capri 2.0 S Mk 4

Pan’s People - 1970’s Wank Fodder

Run Offences
Tootsie calls in WTFIA for throwing a banana at what he thought was a monkey in the jungle thicket. Turns
out it was WTFIA’s wife. Tootsie points out “My mum is not a monkey.” Well, perhaps she needs to shave a
bit more. GM Jaws points out that today is Children’s Day … which leads him onto a plethora of Johnny
Jokes. Nutty Professor Fungi gives us an indication of “things to come” by announcing that he was
attacked by Assterix’s dog.
Runmaster SAD Gobbler
Incumbent Shit holder Not Long Enough continues to be recused owing to his multi-week tenure of said
office. SAD Gobbler ran the proceedings and invited hares Lucky Leg, Fungus, Sing Bark and “once

bitten, twice Thai” Nutty Professor Fungi. At one point SAD Gobbler seemed to lose his impartiality and
egged the circle on to vote a Shit Run. It never happened. Instead, the Shit was awarded to Assterix for
abuse of Thai hares. And as Noel Coward once (might have) famously sang “Mad dogs and Frenchmen go
out in the mid-day sun!” You couldn’t really invent this stuff.
More as we have it on …..

V
Spot the mutt

Spot the missing thumb

On On!
Tight Fit
Sous-Scribe Without Portfolio … Looking for promotion to National Newspaper status after
spilling the beans on the Assterix Mad Dog v Nutty Professor Fungi scoop.
www.phuket-hhh.com

